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Zenith &amp; Nadir, 2020. All images by Andrew J Bourke, Â© Georgie Seccull, shared with permission.Australian sculptor and installation artist Georgie Seccull creates large-scale stainless steel sculptures of animals
and other creatures seemingly locked in motion. Comprised of numerous pieces cut from metal sheets, the materials lend themselves to organic forms like feathers, scales, wings, or the armaments of crustaceans.
Seccull&#8217;s work scales up dramatically in her installation practice where she&#8217;s filled entire rooms and atriums with suspended pieces. â€œWe are born out of chaos in darkness and come into the lightâ€”my
process is much the same: I begin with a thousand pieces scattered on the ground, then working almost like a jigsaw puzzle, I pick them up one by one and allow each piece to come together organically and dictate the
outcome,â€• the artist shares in a statement. One of Seccull&#8217;s most recent sculptures has been nominated for a Beautiful Bizarre People&#8217;s Choice art prize, and she has an upcoming solo show at the
Gasworks Art Park near Melbourne. You can see more of her work on Instagram. &nbsp;The BeyondCancer RisingDancing in the DarkThe Gatekeepers, detailThrough the DarkResistance, 2019Return to the SourceArtist
Georgie Seccull in her studio.Construction of the Beijing Daxing International Airport 2012-Present.In a follow-up to the 2016 book Overview featuring stunning imagery of the Earth from above, Overview Timelapse: How
We Change the Earth takes a critical look at the numerous ways humans have completely altered the surface of our planet in a very short time through urban development, climate change, and deforestation. Overview
founder Benjamin Grant and writer Timothy Dougherty have teamed up to examine some 250 new satellite images that capture the remarkable changes currently taking place all around us from a dramatic macro
perspective.The Daily Overview is an immensely popular Instagram account started by Grant in 2013 that shares a fascinating overview photograph each day. Overview Timelapse is currently available for pre-order on
Bookshop.&nbsp;Wuhan hospital constructionTire graveyardBrumadinho dam collapseLas Vegas city expansionIn her animated short Towels, Prawta Annez explores her frustration and concern with global tensions as a
rollicking ocean-side battle for prime towel space. While fairly light-hearted and comedic, the film was conceived during the political climate of 2017 and might as well use Ghandi&#8217;s famous quote an eye for an eye
makes the whole world blind as a thesis. I hope this short can be 4 minutes of fun and escapism for anyone who watches it, no matter where they may be or whatever they may be going through, Annez Shares. If you like
this, also check out Norman McLaren&#8217;s famous 1952 Academy Award-winning short Neighbours that evokes parallels with the Cold War crisis. (via Short of the Week) &nbsp;Memories of a rainy day. All images
Â© Fares Micue, shared with permissionSurrounded by monarchs or a blanket of blue leaves, Fares Micue (previously) captures vividly composed self-portraits.Â The Spain-based photographer conceals her face and
instead focuses on the organic elements surrounding her torso. Whether a series of origami birds or yellow and red twigs resembling flames, the natural additions merge seamlessly with Micue, who bends and contorts
her figure to follow the shapely forms of the arranged objects.In a note to Colossal, the photographer said she&#8217;s been more inclined to create since the onset of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, considering her
work an invitation into self-reflection. I am a firm believer that how we think and feel about life is how we will perceive reality. We must train our brain to always search for the bright side and find hope among the
desolation, she says. While people may not have control over global crises, they are not without agency. I want them to feel powerful and (acknowledge) the power they have over their life experience and how to use that
experience to grow and learn, she writes.Find more of the Micue&#8217;s nature-infused photographs on Instagram, and pick up limited edition prints on Saatchi Art.&nbsp;The power of becomingImaginary
(Im sorry Mr.Kawara)
prisonGrowing wiserFly me awayDefensive IIIAll images Â© Aldekas StudioThose looking for an alternative to cars or reprieve from public transit can thank Aldekas Studio for a new set of wheels that&#8217;s both
stylish and environmentally conscious. The Mexico-based designer repurposed the fenders and headlights of a Volkswagen Beetleâ€” which officially is the Type 1 model that was released originally in the 1930sâ€”into a
miniature vehicle named Bugkart Wasowski. The kart&#8217;s curved body is attached to a bright red frame, which contrasts the olive green exterior. It has chrome handlebars and mirrors that mimic those on the original
car, maintaining the integrity of the classic model.Aldekas Studio shares many of its designs on Facebook, including a 3D rendering of a rustic version of the kart shown here. You also might enjoy this similar, two-wheeled
project, aptly named the Volkspod.Â (via designboom)&nbsp;Untitled, gouache and colored pencil, 15 x 20 inches. All images Â© Hanna Lee Joshi, shared with permissionThe posed women in Hanna Lee Joshiâ€™s
latest series are comprised of vivid gradients: their chests are cobalt, shoulders rose, and palms lime. Created with gouache and colored pencil, the bright hues stray from flesh tones in favor of what Joshi terms a more
otherworldly aspect in my women. Reclaiming the goddess within and exploring the concept of embodying an ephemeral spirit in form, she says. By rendering their enlarged, curved torsos and limbs in bold shades, Joshi
subverts the tradition of the nude figure.The Korean-Canadian artist, who&#8217;s based in Vancouver and recently was part of the group show Somebody at Hashimoto Contemporary, is concerned with how
idiosyncratic experiences transcend the personal, which is why the subjects are all anonymous. Each work is, in part, a self-portrait that encompasses the physical, mental, and spiritual.It is my way of coming to terms with
being ok with taking up space; in society, in my day to day life. My pieces range from exploring a feeling of being contained within social constraints or self-created limitations to depicting the ceaseless chase for freedom.
16a8f63576bae044de5ff13863537a6c6b799156ee673321904f786a60880435
For me, it is a therapeutic reclaiming of how female bodies are depicted, little by little dismantling any internalized misogyny or any notion of how a woman should be or behave. It is a constant process where I am
thisiscolossal
attempting to redefine how I see myself.The unclothed figures also share messages with the positions of their elongated fingers and hands. Joshi depicts them with yogic mudras to embody the beautifully poetic gestures
that are so loaded with powerful symbolism, she says.To follow the artist&#8217;s introspective work, head to Instagram,
and pick up a print
in her shop.&nbsp;Sometimes we danceHolding chaos within gouache, color
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pencil on paper, 22 x 30 inchesUntitledâ€œThousand petal lotus, gouache and colored pencil, 12 x 12 inchesTouching the earth, gouache and colored pencil, 15 x 22 inchesHaru-No-Ogawa Community Park, by Shigeru
Ban. Photos by Satoshi Nagare, courtesy of The Nippon FoundationOn the periphery of a busy city park in Tokyo is a transparent bathroom that offers a few forms of alleviation. Although it seemingly provides little
privacy, the translucent facade is designed to let people peer inside to inspect the cleanliness before they venture in. Once users do open the door and step into the structure, the walls turn into opaque, illuminated stalls
that hide the person from view. As public bathrooms have shut down and been a source of fear since the onset of the coronavirus pandemic, the new structure ameliorates multiple issues of accessibility.The sensitive
facility is part of an ongoing project called The Tokyo Toilet, which tasked 16 designersâ€”including Kengo Kuma (previously), Tadao Ando (previously), and Shigeru Ban, who created the two transparent structuresâ€”with
conceptualizing the public facilities throughout Shibuya. Five of the 17 locations are currently operational, with most of the remaining scheduled for 2021. The result is a diverse series of public facilities designed to be
more accessible and attractive to those who need them.To calm any further worries about cleanliness, The Tokyo Toilet also has extensive plans for maintenance. The Nippon Foundation, the Shibuya City Government,
and the Shibuya Tourism Association will work collaboratively to ensure the spaces don&#8217;t live up their dark, dirty, smelly, and scary reputation, a project coordinator tells Fast Company.Check out some of the open
facilities below, and take a deeper look into the unique designs and their locations on the project&#8217;s site. You also might want to take a look at GreenPee&#8217;s hemp urinals that were installed recently around
Amsterdam.&nbsp;Yoyogi Fukamachi Mini Park, by Shigeru BanEbisu Park, by Masamichi Katayama/WonderwallEbisu Park, by Masamichi Katayama/WonderwallHigashi Sanchome, by Nao TamuraEbisu East Park, by
Fumihiko Makâ€œReign,â€• oil on panel, 30 x 30 inches. All images Â© Kevin Peterson, shared with permissionKnown for his scenes of urban decay, artist Kevin PetersonÂ (previously) is profoundly optimistic, a vision
he shares in a recent interview with managing editor Grace Ebert. The Houston-based artist often positions lone children alongside wild animals, an inter-species mix that offers an escape from the destruction and hope
for the imagined future.I suppose the kids in my paintings are a reflection of a hope that I have that people will learn from past mistakes and face the future with a sense of calm reason. Part of that is re-prioritizing what we
value. The work is a vision of a new generation of kids that will not rule the world like tyrants but will respect nature, other people, and the world we have.In this conversation, Peterson explores the effects the current
moment is having on his artistic practice, how his fascination with graffiti has evolved, and his understanding of change. Thanks to the generous support of Colossal Members, this interview is available to all
readers.&nbsp;KeepersImage courtesy of Kiyohara SeijiAlong with a comb and shuttle, textile artists crafting tsumekaki hon tsuzure ori, the intricate and durable brocades that are part of Japanese traditions, employ the
jagged tips of their fingernails. Common in the Shiga prefecture, the ancient technique utilizes the weaver&#8217;s grooved nails to guide the threads down the loom, ensuring they&#8217;re placed tightly together. The
tsuzure ori, or tapestry weave, has roots in the Muromachi period (1336 to 1573), while this specific method has been in Japan for at least 1,000 years, according to Kiyohara Seiji, a representative of Kiyohara Textile Co.,
Ltd.To see how the comb-shaped nails work and the ornate textiles they&#8217;re used to produce, watch the video below. (via Laughing Squid)&nbsp;ï»¿Nicolas Reusens/Bird Photographer of the Year. Ropewalker,
Sword-billed Hummingbird Ensifera ensifera. Papallacta, Ecuador. Category: Bird Behaviour, bronze award winner. All images Â© Bird Photographer of the Year, shared with permissionThe winning shots from the
renowned Bird Photographer of the Year contest capture the mundane moments and extraordinary adventures of our avian neighbors. From a sleepy owl camouflaged by tree bark to a lurching great crested grebe, the
stunning birds shown here were chosen out of more than 15,000 entries from photographers around the globe.The charity organization Birds on the Brink hosted the fifth-annual competition, and profits garnered go
directly toward conservation efforts. Explore the full collection, which also is compiled in a 256-page book, on the contest&#8217;s site.&nbsp;Moshe Cohen/Bird Photographer of the Year. Perfect camouflage, Eurasian
Scops-owl Otus scops. Kibbutz Hatzor, Israel. Category: Attention to Detail, gold award winnerMajed AlZaâ€™abi/Bird Photographer of the Year. End of the day, European Shag Gulosus aristotelis. VardÃ¸, Norway.
Category: Best Portrait, gold award winner and bird photographer of the year winnerGadi Shmila/Bird Photographer of the Year. Hoopoe flight at low speed, Common Hoopoe Upupa epops. Israel. Category: Birds in
Flight, gold award winnerGeorgina Steytler/Bird Photographer of the Year. On the attack! Great Crested Grebe Podiceps cristatus. Perth, Western Australia,
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